
About us:  
 
Curious Thing is an AI interviewer startup based in Sydney Australia. Powered by state-of-the-art 
Machine Learning and NLP technologies, Curious Thing helps companies interview 100% 
candidates at scale through simple phone calls, providing real-time analytics to support 
shortlisting decisions with a truly data-driven approach.  
 
Founded by serial entrepreneurs and technology experts, Curious Thing AI has been adopted by 
some of the most innovative brands in the region. We are also the winner of the Australasian 
Talent Conference Product Award and the Finalist of Global HR Tech Conference 2019.  
 
We are a small team based in Sydney, Brisbane, and San Francisco. We are proud of our cultural 
principles: 
 

- We are a people-first company 
- We encourage “over-communication” within the team 
- We succeed and fail together 

 
 
About this role:  
 
We are looking for a Data Scientist to join our growing team in Sydney. Directly reporting to the 
CTO, you will play a critical role in the R&D endeavours of our core technologies spanning across 
Natural Language Processing, Natural Language Generation and Graph Theory. The ideal 
candidates should have 1-3 years of industry working experience in Data Science, research 
degree graduates are also encouraged to apply.  
 
About you:  
 

- You are a sharp problem solver. You are resourceful and ingenious in finding elegant 
solutions to challenging problems;  

- You have a strong academic background in Data Science. A PhD in Machine Learning or 
related areas is a major plus;   

- You are proficient in Python. Familiarity with Microservices software architecture and 
Containerisation technologies is a major plus.  

- You have excellent communication (oral and written) and presentation skills; 
- You take immense ownership of your work; you are highly autonomous and highly 

functional under minimal supervision;   
- You genuinely enjoy working with others in a high-performance culture and you are 

comfortable working in a remote-friendly environment; 
 



Reach out to hello@curiousthing.io if you believe that you are a right fit. We would love to meet 
you.   

mailto:hello@curiousthing.io

